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Study on anomalous transport and transitions 
(like L-H transition) in tokamaks has urged the 
theoretical study of the dynamics of turbulence 
in the presence of complex inhomogeneities. 
Theory of self-sustained turbulence has been 
extended to analyze the dynamical behaviour of 
the turbulence in the system of magnetic well 
(such as tokamaks and optimized stellarators) 
[1]. 
We study a circular plasma with the toroidal 
coordinate (r, e, s) and use the reduced set of 
equations with same variables ( <j>, J, p). The 
coordinate 11 is employed, and the eigenmcxle 
equation for the dressed test mode is given as 
[2] 
d F d (A KF A d) 
dll y + AF2 dll y + + C%1 dll p 
+ a{ K + COSll + ( Sll - asin11)sin11} p 
-(r +MF + <%1d~)F (r +KF + <%1d~)P = 0 
where K = X,n2q 2, M = Jln2q2, A= ~n4q4, K is 
the average curvature (K < 0 for the case of the 
magnetic well), a is the normalized pressure 
gradient, a=- q2 R d~/dr, s = rq'/q, and F is 
redefined as F = 1 + (s11 -asin11)2. The 
inhomogeneity of the radial electric field is 
defined as c%1 = 'tApE/srB. 
The above equation is expanded with respect 
to'?. Keeping the first order correction with 
164 
respect toy, we have the equation like 
Y (Lto + C%1Lt 1)P = (Lo + C%1L1)p, where 
explicit form of operators Lo, L1, Lta and Ln 
are given in [1]. The growth rate y s calculated 
by expanding in a series of Weber functions. 
After straightforward calculations, we have 
y = Ia~{ 1 - XIXH}!(r 0 + r E%1) where 
XHo- a312c2/a2ro~f(s,a)( 1 + h 1 %1) is the 
turbulent thermal conductivity in the stationary 
state. (See [2] for the details of the 
expressions.) In the limit of s =a, we obtain an 
analytic expression as 
A 0.42 a 112 ( x ) 
y = 1 + 0.39a- 1 ~1 1 - XH (1) 
The growth/damping rate is expressed as the 
first order term with respect to (XIXHo- 1) near 
the stationary state. 
The growth rate in the limit of low fluctuation 
level was given as '?-:::: ~ 115 (nq)415 a315 s- 215 . It 
is extended to the case with finite radial electric 
field shear as 
A= f(s)- 1/5 s- 215 a 112 ( X )1/5 
y 1 + ( 9§2 _ ~)m~ XHo 20a s2 5 '""'1::'..1 
(2) 
By use of Eqs.(1) and (2), connection 
formula is investigated. A simple interpolation 
( 
A )115( A ) yoc £, 1-£, 
is found to be a good approximation. 
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